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ABSTRACT

Before the author writes the problem because the Jews do not understand the real Allah, when 
asking to see Allah, Allah shows Allah's energy and Allah's particles, first the author asks 
forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here the author tries to open the veil that covers the secret about 
because the Jews do not understand the real Allah, when asking to see Allah, Allah shows Allah's 
energy and Allah's particles, based on the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic 
acid (DNA).

There are several verses that become Allah's secret unlocking about because the Jews do not 
understand the real Allah, when asking to see Allah, Allah shows Allah's energy and Allah's 
particles, namely the verses:

"Allah is the light of the skys and the earth...Light upon light...(An Nuur: 24:35)

"And when you said: "O Moses, we will not believe in you until we see Allah clearly, so thunderbolt 
strikes you while you are witnessing it." (Al Baqarah: 2:55)

"After that We resurrected you after you died, so that you may be grateful. (Al Baqarah: 2: 56)

"And We cover you with clouds, and We send down to you "manna" and "salwa". Eat of the good food 
that We have given you; and they do not persecute Us; but it is they who persecute themselves. (Al 
Baqarah : 2:57)

"And We took the Children of Israel across the sea, so when they came to a people who continued to 
worship their idols, the Children of Israel said: "O Moses. make for us a god as they have several gods." 
Moses replied: "Indeed you are a people who do not know." (Al A'raaf: 7:138)

In an effort to open the veil of Allah's secret about because the Jews do not understand the real 
Allah, when asking to see Allah, Allah shows Allah's energy and Allah's particles, the author used 
the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular structure of nucleic 
acids.

HYPOTHESIS

Here the author proposes a hypothesis because Allah shows Allah's form through Allah's energy and
Allah's particles, based on Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

PHOTON

Photons are elementary particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interactions.

QUARK

If we want to know quarks, then we consider one of the hydrogen atoms that is the building block of



the human body, animals, plants and fruits and inanimate objects. Then we open the body of the 
hydrogen atom, we will find one electron and one proton nucleus. Then if this proton is split, then 
we will find two up quarks and one down quark. Where these three quarks are combined with 
gluons.

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that form a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules arranged in repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

BECAUSE THE JEWS DON'T UNDERSTAND THE REAL ALLAH, WHEN THEY ASK 
TO SEE ALLAH, ALLAH SHOWS ALLAH THROUGH ALLAH'S ENERGY AND 
ALLAH'S PARTICLES

Now, we are still concentrating on uncovering the secrets hidden behind the verse: "...We crossed the
Children of Israel across the sea...(Al A'raaf: 7:138)"...you said: "O Musa , we will not believe in you 
until we see Allah clearly... (Al Baqarah: 2:55) "... therefore you are struck by thunderbolt, while you are 
witnessing it". (Al Baqarah: 2:55)

Well, Allah's declaration of the Jews under the leadership of the Prophet Moses, is estimated 
between the years 1391 - 1336 BC, when the Prophet Moses and the Jews came out of Egypt to the 
area of Canaan or is now part of the territory of the Palestinians.

In Allah's declaration it is stated "...O Moses, we will not believe in you until we see Allah clearly...(Al 
Baqarah: 2:55)"... therefore you were struck by thunderbolt...(Al Baqarah: 2 : 55)

So, what exactly is meant by "...you are struck by thunderbolt...(Al Baqarah: 2:55) when "...see Allah...
(Al Baqarah: 2:55)

Apparently, these Jews did not understand the real Allah. They think that Allah can be seen with the 
eyes, as they see humans or other objects in the seven skys.

Now, when these Jews asked to “...see Allah...(Al Baqarah: 2:55) it turns out that Allah shows Allah's 
form in the form of Allah's energy and Allah's particles "... you are struck by thunderbolt ... (Al 
Baqarah: 2: 55)

It turns out, "... thunderbolt ... (Al Baqarah: 2: 55) or lightning or electrical discharge between the 
atmosphere and the ground, which is caused by the presence of Allah's energy and Allah's particles. 
Where the Allah's particle is in the form of a photon which is an elementary particle of the boson 
type and carrier of electromagnetic interactions.

Well, so actually, Allah shows Allah's form through Allah's energy and Allah's particles which are 
shown to the Jews in the form of “...thunderbolt...(Al Baqarah: 2:55) or lightning or electric discharge
between the atmosphere and the ground.



However, because these Jews do not understand the real Allah, then when Allah shows Allah's form 
in the form of Allah's energy and Allah's particles, which are shown in the form of "...thunderbolt...
(Al Baqarah: 2:55) or lightning or electrical discharges between the atmosphere and the ground, they
think Allah is tormenting them. Because there are these Jews who died exposed to Allah's energy 
through "...thunderbolt...(Al Baqarah: 2:55)

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secrets hidden behind the verse: "...We 
crossed the Children of Israel across the sea...(Al A'raaf: 7:138)"...you said: "O Musa , we will not 
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while you are witnessing it". (Al Baqarah: 2:55)
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Baqarah: 2:55)"... therefore you were struck by thunderbolt...(Al Baqarah: 2 : 55)

So, what exactly is meant by "...you are struck by thunderbolt...(Al Baqarah: 2:55) when "...see Allah...
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Baqarah: 2: 55)
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type and carrier of electromagnetic interactions.
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